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Rothman and Forney (Reports, 1 June 2007, p. 1325) described a model for the decay of marine
organic carbon. However, the enzyme deactivation rates required by their model are too fast
compared with available data, and the model fails to explain the similarity in observed decay
rate constants from different experiments. Alternative models provide equally good fit to the
observed temporal trend in decay rate constants.

Rothman and Forney (1) investigated the
degradation and preservation of marine
organic carbon, and their study contains

interesting ideas that may help improve the un-
derstanding of this environmentally and geolog-
ically important topic. However, we disagree with
several aspects of their proposed model.

First, Rothman and Forney argue that the de-
composition rate of organic matter in sediments
is controlled by the rate of diffusion of extra-
cellular enzymes from the secreting bacteria.
Diffusion becomes rate limiting because the
authors hypothesize that the enzymes are rap-
idly deactivated, with a rate constant a; therefore,
the value of a is crucial to the validity of their
model. The rate of deactivation demanded by
the model is unreasonably high, however, and
is not in accordance with experimental data on
enzyme activity. Specifically, Rothman and
Forney state that b·rp ≈ 5, where b ≡ (a/D)1/2,
D is the diffusion coefficient of enzymes, and
rp is the typical distance between microbes.
For bacterial populations of 109 to 1010 per
cm3 (2), rp is about 10 mm. Using this rp value
and D = 10−6 cm2 s−1 for moderate-sized or-
ganic molecules (3), we calculate a to be 102 s−1.
Thus, the calculated mean lifetime of an en-
zyme under reasonable natural conditions is
predicted to be only ~0.01 s. Conversely, ex-
perimental evidence (4–6) indicates that en-
zymes are stable for at least minutes to hours
in solution or days to weeks on surfaces, that
is, a = 10−6 to 10−2 s−1, and can diffuse effec-
tively over millimeter distances (6, 7). This
discrepancy appears to invalidate the Rothman
and Forney model.

Second, according to the Rothman and Forney
model, the rate constant k for organic matter
decay should depend on the sediment geom-
etry, the amount of mixing (if any), and the
presence or absence of sediment, because
enzyme diffusion and the deactivation mech-
anism depend on these factors. Thus, exper-
iments that radically differ in these factors
should produce substantially different k val-
ues. Yet counter examples are easily identi-
fied. For example, in an experiment on anoxic
decay of fresh organic matter (plankton) in a
mixed vessel with no sediment, Harvey et al.
(8) found that k has a range of 0.0068 to

0.0080 d−1. Conversely, Westrich and Berner
(9) conducted an anoxic organic matter decay
experiment by adding fresh plankton to anoxic
sediment and measuring the rate of sulfide
formation. Their data can be modeled with an
intrinsic-reactivity model (see supporting on-
line text, Part A) to obtain a rate constant of
0.0092 d−1, which is similar to the Harvey et al.
(8) values. This correspondence of rates should
not occur if the Rothman and Forney model is
correct.

Third, Rothman and Forney claim that their
model is supported by the fact that it closely
predicts the change in the apparent (mean) rate
constant for organic matter decay, ‾k, with time
as observed in sediments (10) (Fig. 1). Neverthe-
less, the alternative intrinsic-reactivity model, in
its continuum version (10), can also predict this
relationship. Specifically, the average rate of
decay of a mass of organic matter (SOM text) is
given by

‾k ¼ v
ða þ tÞ ð1Þ

where a is the initial age of the organic matter
and n is a measure of the distribution of in-
trinsic reactive types. Taking the values of the
parameters n and a in Eq. 1 from a single
experiment in (9) that lasted two years, that is,
n = 0.125 and a = 0.0003 years (11), the con-
tinuum version of the intrinsic-reactivity model
generates the relation ‾k = 0.125 (0.0003 + t)−1.

This function is plotted in Fig. 1 as
the solid red line. For compari-
son, the Rothman and Forney
derived equation for ‾k is plotted
as the dashed blue line, and
Middelburg’s best-fit power law
is included as the dotted green
line. The prediction from the con-
tinuum version of the intrinsic-
reactivity model is certainly as
accurate as the Rothman and
Forney model prediction, within
the uncertainty of these data, over
a span of eight orders of mag-
nitude in both ‾k and t. Thus, we
contend that Rothman and Forney
cannot claim any superiority based
on consistency with the data in
Fig. 1. Furthermore, Eq. 1 is ar-
guably conceptually preferable
because it suffers no singularity
at t = 0.

Because of these problems, we
believe that the model proposed in
(1) is not consistent with current
knowledge about sedimentary or-
ganic decomposition and is thus
incorrect. Intrinsic reactivity, as
modified by likely clay-organic
matter interactions, is in our opin-
ion a much more viable model of
this process.
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Fig. 1. Plot of the apparent first-order decay constant, ‾k, for or-
ganic matter in sediments as a function of time, as established with
data from Middelburg (10). The dotted green line is Middelburg's
best fit with a power law, i.e., ‾k = 0.16 ± 0.02t -0.95 ± 0.01. The red
solid line is the prediction made with the continuum version of the
intrinsic-reactivity model (11), using a gamma distribution for rate
constant values and parameter values for n and a taken from (9),
i.e., ‾k = 0.125 ± 0.013 (0.0003 + t)−1. The dashed blue line is the
predicted relationship from (1), i.e., ‾k = 0.2 t−1. All of these
equations capture the trend in these data.
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